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Abstract 
 
Climate Change is one of the most challenging and pressing issues facing the global 
community today and environmental scientists have an important role to play. The recently 
adopted Paris Agreement sets out a global action plan to reduce the impacts of climate 
change by limiting global warming to below 2 degrees celsius . 
 
As a result, there has been a call for big investment in renewable energies as a way to 
reduce global greenhouse gas emissions. So what does the future of renewable energies 
look like and what can Environmental Scientists to do help communities transition towards a 
renewable energy future? The presenters will provide an overview of the different forms and 
"typology" of renewable energy, explain the drivers for investment in renewable energy in 
Australia and Queensland, identify the emerging planning and environmental issues 
associated with such infastructure and development, responses to address these issues and 
practitioner skill gaps. 
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• Snapshot of renewable energy 
sources

• National context – state of play 
across Australia

• What forms of renewable energy are 
feasible in QLD? 

• Factors driving renewable energy 
investment and barriers

• Key success factors and emerging 
planning and environmental issues

• The role of planning in the future of 
renewable energy 

Outline:
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Malcolm Turnbull has blasted state Labor governments for imposing 
“ideological” renewable energy targets, describing the South Australian 

blackout as a “wake-up call” to focus on energy security.
The Prime Minister accepted fierce winds and lightning strikes were the 

“immediate cause” of the statewide power failure, but there was “no doubt” 
that the “extremely aggressive” shift to renewables had strained the electricity 

network.
“I regret to say that a number of the state Labor governments have over the 

years set priorities and renewable targets that are extremely aggressive, 
extremely unrealistic, and have paid little or no attention to energy security,”

The Australian 29th September
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SA Blackout and arguments over the contribution of renewable energy. 



Australian Renewable Energy Agency saved but 
with reduced funding – experts react



Snapshot of renewable energy sources 
• Types of renewable energy sources and technologies:

• Wind energy
• Biomass and bioenergy
• Solar energy (photovoltaic and solar thermal systems)
• Geothermal energy (hot aquifers and hot dry rocks) 
• Wave energy
• Tidal energy 
• Hydro energy



Renewable energy take up across Australia

Source: Australian Climate Council 2016
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Tasmania has high renewable energy rates due to hydropower. Note the large takeup of household Solar PV in Queensland – approx. 400,000 homes have roof top solar. Currently, the state government are targeting 1M homes with rooftop solar. 



Queensland energy generation

Source: QLD renewable energy expert panel issues paper, 2015
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Although this presentation focuses on large-scale renewables, gas and small-scale renewables are also a significant component of the market



Renewable energy drivers – statutory/policy

• Paris COP 21 agreement

• Renewable Energy Target (RET) – target of 
33,000GwH generated by renewable energy by 
2020 (already half way to target)

• Queensland Government commitment to 50% 
renewable energy

Presenter
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The RET scheme requires all national electricity retailers and wholesale purchases of electricity to contribute to the generation of renewable electricity. To meet the target, australia will need another 6000MW of renewable energy capacity to be built by 2020. Expected to generate $40.4B worth of investment and more than 15,000 jobs. Between 30-50 major projects are likely to be built in the next five years. The target is enough to power the equivalent of at least 5 million homes for a year. 



Renewable energy drivers: non-statutory
• Quickly dropping prices – solar likely to reach price parity in the 

next 5 years

• Community-led interest in ‘off-grid’ projects and sustainability

• Superannuation companies looking for green investment projects

• Communities suffering from the mining downtown looking for 
alternative revenue schemes and employment opportunities

• ARENA funding
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Queensland Govt had established the Office of Clean Energy in early 2009 to administer the Queensland Renewable Energy Plan (QREP)QREP applied to small, medium and large scale RE developments and provided the high level framework for the State to achieve its share of the national RET. 



Discussion Paper – Advancing Climate 
Action in Queensland
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The Queensland Government released a discussion paper on Advancing Climate Action in Queensland, which was open for comment until August 5th. Purpose of discussion paper is to seek community and stakeholder feedback on key policy questions to inform a ‘transition strategy’ for Queensland to move to a clean energy and low carbon economy. Focus is on mitigation.



Source: Australian Climate Council 2016
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To reach the commonwealth’s commitments at COP21, the ACC suggest that Australia need to reduce their emissions by 40-60% on 2000 levels. Our current target is 5% by 2020.  still a long way to go. 



Levelised cost of electricity

Source: Australian Energy Market Operator, 2015
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Cost of coal power is approx. $79/Mwh in Australia, so still a reasonable price difference at present. A solar pV project in Dubai recently came in at USD$58.50/MwH, and the cost of solar power is estimated to drop 45% in the next five years, bringing it on par or cheaper than coal power. 



Large – scale Solar ARENA Funding
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22 projects across Australia are currently tendering for $100M of start up money for solar farms. Projects must be able to demonstrate a LCOE of below $135MwH. Projects must be able to connect to the national electricity market. 



Small-scale solar

• Australia now has more than 23.2 million solar 
panels installed, or at least one panel per person 
in the country

• Community solar schemes are becoming more 
common (particularly in rural areas), often 
supported by local governments or community 
donations/shareholders
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Australian homes and businesses added 713MW of small-scale rooftop solar in 2015, and spent some $2.2 billion doing so, according to the latest data.The installations – which contrast to a big decline in large scale investments – means that Australia ranked 5th in the world in small scale solar installations in 2015. The 2015 effort meant that Australia now has 23.2 million solar panels installed, or the equivalent of one panel per person in the country.Green Energy Markets released data this week showing that 713MW of rooftop solar of 100kW or less was installed during the year, the equivalent of 144,667 new systems on the rooftops of homes and businesses.the international award-winning Hepburn Wind in Victoria – Australia’s first community wind farm;Denmark Community Wind in Western Australia – Australia’s second community wind farm;Repower Shoalhaven – a community-owned 100-kilowatt solar array on the Shoalhaven Heads bowling club on the New South Wales south coast;Darebin Solar Savers in Melbourne – a project that saw the Moreland Energy Foundation put solar on the roofs of 300 pensioners, who use the savings to pay back the cost of the system through their council rates;several donation-funded community solar projects on community buildings across Victoria, NSW and South Australia.



Key considerations….

When planning a renewable energy project, the 
three most important considerations are:
1. The amount of electricity a project can generate.

2. Robust and strategically located infrastructure. 

3. How financially viable it will be.
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Capable of meeting a cost of below $135/MwH (ARENA target), and of sufficient size (at least 5mw, but preferably much bigger). Robust and proximately located infrastructure is fundamental to successful implementation of a renewable energy projectInfrastructure barriers also come with significant financial implications given substantial costs associated with high voltage and retail electricity network upgrades. In QLD, the retail electricity network possess insufficient capacity to cope with new small and medium scale solar power installations. ananial 



Large scale renewable energy in Queensland
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To date, biomass has been the largest source of renewable energy in Queensland  - almost 70%, from sugar millsThis is followed by hydro – 30%Wind – less than 1%Solar – less than 1%Geothermal – less than 1%



Solar Radiation Index

Source: Bureau of Meteorology, 2016
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Northern and central australia are best suited to solar energy projects. In queensland, inland locations achieve a higher rate of solar radiation than coastal areas. 



Wind Speeds

Source: Renewable Energy Atlas of Australia, 2008
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Queensland wind speeds are generally not suitable, with the exception of a couple of hot spots in FNQ. Highest wind speeds are in southern states, hence the higher uptake of wind farms in these areas. Also perceived barriers to wind in Australia, including ecological concerns (bird strike), noise and visual amenity. 



Building renewable energy supply in QLD    

• “Government policies and actions represent the 
engine room for renewable energy supply 

development”
Martin and Rice 2012
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Some policies and actions to build RE supply in Qld 



Key policy drivers to building renewable 
energy supply in QLD    

Key government policies and actions which 
can be barriers and drivers, relate to:
1. Finance
2. Infrastructure
3. Economic
4. Technical
5. Regulation 
6. Information and awareness 
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Key govt policy and actions to facilitate renewable energy development growth focus on 6 key areas.  These 6 areas can be ‘barriers’ and drivers to building renewable energy supply in QLD. 



Barriers to renewable energy growth 
1. Finance

– High project capital costs
– Insufficient financial incentives 

(ARENA funding will help)
– Poor project finance availability
– Power purchase agreements 

2. Infrastructure
– Insufficient network capacity
– Remote grid connections and 

access

3. Economic
– Abundant fossil fuel resource
– Cheap coal fired power

4. Technical
– Lack of a skilled workforce 

(changing with mining downturn)
– Technology intermittency and 

storage

5. Regulation
– Complex planning and approvals 

system
– Time intensive
– Land access and use
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Firms and stakeholders stated the group of finance-related issues provided the most prominent barrier to the growth of RE supply and QLD. High capital costs associated with large scale RE projects in remote regions dampened potential investments.The inability to negotiate profitable long term (25 to 30year) Power Purchase Agreements with government business and private power companies are acting as barriers to RE developments. The second major set of barriers focus on availability of suitable robust and well located infrastructure. Most of the State’s network is established in a narrow corridor running along eastern seaboard of QLD and well away from rich solar and wind resources in far west and far northern QLD. Grid and future network reinforcement, connections and capacity enhancement  are critical and are dependent on the location of generation plants and the economic viability of the proposed network upgrade. 



Building renewable energy supply in QLD    

1. Finance
– Financial incentives
– Project finance support/grants
– Facilitate power purchase 

agreements

2. Infrastructure
– Network upgrades and 

enhancements 
– Remote grid extensions

3. Regulation
– Streamline planning and approvals 

4. Technical
– Technology R&D funding
– Skilled workforce development

5. Economic
– RE investment policy
– Carbon price legislation 

Presenter
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Some policies and actions to build RE supply in Qld 



Complex regulation  

– Environmental Protection, Biodiversity and Conservation 
Act (EPBC Act)

– Sustainable Planning Act 2009
– Environmental Protection Act 1994
– Nature Conservation Act 1991
– Vegetation Management Act 1999
– Electricity Act 1994
– Local Government planning scheme

Presenter
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Time consuming and complex maze to negotiate approvals.



Role of planning in renewable 
energy in Queensland



Potential planning and environmental issues 
and barriers  

• Barriers
– Land access
– Land tenure and native title
– Environmental values (need large footprints)
– Visual amenity and glare impacts
– Planning scheme intent and zoning
– Transmission and connection to the grid
– Community objection 



Key success factors  
Optimal conditions
– ‘Premier’ solar resources – best location 

in terms of solar radiation index

– Access and connection to the grid

– Proximate to a major town or community.

– Best suited to areas where:
– coal/gas fired generators are coming to end of 

life; or 
– remote areas where extending electricity 

network difficult 



Key success factors  
Optimal conditions con’t
– Sufficient site area for infrastructure + 

setbacks + buffers
– Land tenure
– Topography and geotechnical features
– Low environmental significance
– Flood free
– Positioned to avoid unreasonable 

visual amenity impacts
– Land value ‘low’ to offset high capital 

investment in infrastructure 
– Land use – opportunity to co-exist with 

other uses eg: grazing, tourism and 
restore land to former state if required.



Emerging planning and environment issues 

Queensland case studies 

• Veldora Solar Farm, Sunshine Coast

• Ross River Solar Farm, Townsville 



Valdora Solar Farm, Sunshine Coast Regional 
Council 

• First local government in Australia to build a utility scale solar farm to 
offset its entire electricity consumption;

• 23Ha of a 49Ha site – 57,000 solar panels generating electricity into the 
network, 6 inverter stations, control room, access track, road widening, 
underground lines;

• Will generate 15,000 kilowatts or enough to power 5000 homes.

• Due for completion mid 2017 (30 year life)

• Will be the 5th largest solar farm in Australia 
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909 Yandina-Coolum Rd, Valdora. Six inverter stations as well as a number of civil and structural works. Includes a control room, access track and road widening, and medium voltage (MV) underground lines. Has the potential to assist ENERGEX in managing ‘peak electricity demand’ on the network during the middle of the day when commercial and industrial electricity demand is at its highest.



Valdora Solar Farm, Sunshine Coast 
Key planning and environmental success factors: 

• Site is adjacent to 33kV power line capable of receiving the solar farm’s 
power output

• Site is flat and large enough to develop at a scale sufficient to generate 
reliable output to match Council's annual power needs 

• Site has optimum solar perspective with limited impacts on community. 

• The site was zoned appropriately in planning scheme for a renewable 
energy facility – code assessable.  

• Land is owned by Council (former sugar cane farm)
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Site was zoned Community Facilities  and annotated as ‘renewable energy facility.



Source: GHD Town Planning Report, 2014
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Aerial photo and broader site context map Site is about 6.5km west of Mount Coolum. - South Maroochy River is south of the site and Yandina Creek is north of the site. 



Valdora Solar Farm, Sunshine Coast 
Key planning and environmental issues:

• Subject to significant regional flooding from 
Maroochy River and Yandina Creek:

• conditions of approval specify majority of 
development locates at or above 3.74AHD. 

• Scenic amenity and landscape character: 
• 36,000 trees – 10m wide x 470 long green 

buffer along frontage

• Stage 3 will result in significant rehabilitation 
and net-gain to environmental values 

• Decommissioning and site restoration (30 
yrs).

Source: GHD Town Planning 
Report, 2014
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Rural setting which is valued by the community and important to the prosperity and landscape character of the hinterland. Flat and open patterned cane fields, undulating and treed ridgelines and slopes, waterways and riparian vegetation traverse the valley floors. The visual catchment has high exposure due to flat topography and very little screening vegetation 



Ross River Solar Farm, Townsville  
• Site area 239 hectares. Disused mango farm

• 30 year lease over 202 hectares

• Townsville’s first large utility scale solar farm development

• 450,000 solar panels with a collective capacity of about 135MW. 

• Solar panels mounted on trackers to follow sun

• Electricity to be fed into 70 containerized inverter systems that will feed into 
onsite power reticulation system, before being exported to local grid via Ross 
River Bulk supply station

• Rural zone and Mixed Farming precinct – subject to impact assessment 
under planning scheme 

• Development approval issued by Council in June 2016

• Construction expected to commence early 2017 and will take 1 year to build.

Presenter
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The solar panels will be mounted on trackers that will follow the sun throughout the day. Electricity generated by the modules will be fed into approximately 70 containerized inverter systems that will in turn feed into an onsite power reticulation system before export to the local grid via the Ross River Bulk Supply Substation.
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The site is located on Kelso Drive, Pinnacles, within the Townsville City Council LocalSubject site is located approximately 20 km from Townsville CBD and 1km from Ross River Dam (Figure 1). 





Ross River Solar Farm, Townsville  

Key success factors 
• Flat topography

• 30 year lease secured 

• Limited natural environment values.

• Ross Bulk Supply Station within 1km of site

• Surrounded mostly by broad hectare rural lots, but rural 
residential located north of site (sensitive receptor)

Presenter
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The solar panels will be mounted on trackers that will follow the sun throughout the day. Electricity generated by the modules will be fed into approximately 70 containerized inverter systems that will in turn feed into an onsite power reticulation system before export to the local grid via the Ross River Bulk Supply Substation.



Key planning and environmental issues and challenges  
• Flood affected 

• Significant opposition from residents, concerned with:
• visual amenity impacts
• health impacts given proximity to homes.
• potential future expansion
• insufficient public consultation with community 

• Council approved DA in June 2016 subject to conditions:
• 10m wide landscape screening buffer 
• Addressed flooding and emergency access

Ross River Solar Farm, Townsville  



Role of planning in transitioning the community to 
renewable energy?

• Planning schemes – big opportunity to facilitate 
or ‘get in the way’:
• Strategic framework

• Rural zone overall outcomes (only practical zone)

• Level of assessment 
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‘fuel farms’ may emerge through solar, wind, ethanol and/ or biodiesel farms as potential alternative land uses for rural areas. 



Role of planning in transitioning the community to 
renewable energy?

• Planning for rural and non-urban areas and understanding:

• Strengths, opportunities and values of rural areas – different 
shades of brown

• Rural futures - opportunities to diversify rural areas and 
economies. 

• Solar farming – part of the ‘mix’ of rural uses and farming 
activities relying on our natural resources

• Light touch – doesn’t preclude other uses in the future

• Emergence of ‘fuel farms’ through solar, wind, ethanol and/or 
biodiesel farms as potential alternative uses for rural areas. 
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‘fuel farms’ may emerge through solar, wind, ethanol and/ or biodiesel farms as potential alternative land uses for rural areas. 



Role of environmental practioners in transitioning 
the community to renewable energy?

• Understanding the nature and volatility of the industry

• Community engagement really important to ‘de-risk’ projects

• Work with developers to achieve a net environmental gain

• Business as usual…..Smart growth:
• Standard environmental investigations and best practice 

• Compact urban form, increased density and mixed use;

• Walkable communities and connectivity; 

• Traditional neighbourhood design etc; 

• Active transport etc.



Thank you 

smcguire@buckleyvann.com.au

Lisa.Mckinnon@bmtwbm.com.au
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